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PREFACE
It is understandable that historical events are celebrated, but such
celebrations involve joy, happiness and nostalgia. However, events which
have changed the course of history for the worse, for 3/4th of the living
human population of the world, deserve condemnation and not celebration.
Vasco-da-Gama landed on the shores of Calicut on 21-5-1498 and there
is a proposal to celebrate the quincentenary of this event on a large scale.
A replica of the ship in which Vasco-da-Gama travelled to this land is already
erected in concrete on the shores of Calicut and though no official
announcements are yet made about celebrations of the event at the
Government level, the euphoria has already started building up.
The voyaging of Columbus to America and Vasco-da-Gama to India and
their colonisation by the country of the voyagers was a result of the Papal
Bull of 1492, which divided the whole world outside Europe between Spain
and Portuguese and gave them the unfrittered ownership rights on the entire
third world. Needless to say that this right flew from the self assumed
sovereign power of the Pope heading the Institution of Church.
Christianity as a religion and the Church as an institution are two
distinct things. However, in the past 500 years, the Institution of Church has
succeeded in creating an impression that both are the same, and in the
process the Institution of Church has let loose an autocratic tyrannical rule
on the entire world.
It is an irony that we as a nation victim of this tyranny intend to
celebrate rather than mourn the event. If at all, we need to utilise the
occasion to give a call to repudiate the Bull and to set ourselves free from
the colonisation, exploitation and the miseries which have resulted from the
proclamation of this Bull. Many historians and intellectuals brush aside the
fact of the Papal Bull as an inconsequential, dead and buried fact and not
worth pondering about. They are gravely mistaken. The Bull is very much
alive and kicking and its tentacles are working in such camouflaged
incarnations that the real event is able to hide behind these camouflaged
structures. Our fight with these outer manifestations will never yield results
unless we identify and eradicate the soul behind.
Join us in identifying and appreciating the real cause and putting it
down with the combined ‘Will’ of the entire third world.

CHAPTER - I

Since times immemorial human beings and various human races have
been living on this planet evolving their own ways of life, cultures, systems,
structures etc. The great sages and saints of each culture have helped and
guided the societies evolve in their respective geographical zones. Various
religions came into being representing philosophies as preached from time to
time and peaceful co-existence of different societies came naturally to these
religions. There were political, social and religious structures functioning with
self imposed discipline with a dictum - survival of even the weakest (and not
the fittest!).
This is in contrast with the scenario which we witness today. The old
structures are crumbling (or are made to crumble), there is colonisation,
exploitation, frictions, wars, religious fundamentalism, violence of all sorts;
and more so all this in the subtle forms. We see everyone possessed with
some sort of frenzy or the other.
How this transformation came, when it came and who is responsible for
this transformation? If we seek answer to this, going back in the archives
of history, we need not go far and the journey stops at the year 1492 A.D.
This is the water shed year in the human history which changed everything.
A grossly unjust, inhuman and deplorable event took place in this year and
that event was a Papal Bull or a decree proclaimed by the then (6th) Pope
the Alexander. By his Papal decree, he divided and bequeathed the whole
world outside Europe between Spain and Portugal — the West of the Globe
to Spain, and the East to Portugal.
Following is the English Translation of the Papal Bull from Portuguese.
PARTITION OF THE WORLD
In the name of God, all powerful, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, three
persons actually distinct and separate and only Divine essence. I manifest
and be it known to all as regards this Public instrument, as in the city of
Tordesilhas, on the seventh day of the month of June, year of the Birth of
our Lord Jesus Christ of one thousand four hundred and ninety four, in our
presence, the secretaries, clerks and the Notary Publics hereinafter written,
being present the respectable D. Arique Anriquez, President of the most High
and the most powerful principles, Mr. (D) Fernando and Mrs. (D) Isabel, by
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the grace of God, King and Queen of Castela, of Leao, of Arago, of Sicilia,
of Granada etc., and Mr. (D) Goterre de Cardenes, Treasurer of the said King
and Queen, and Dr. Rodrigo Maldonado, all of the council of the said King
and Queen of Castela, of Leao, of Aragao, of Cicilia, of Granada etc., their
constituted Attorneys, OF THE ONE PART And the Honourable Rui de Sousa,
owner/landlord of Sagres and of Beringel and Mr. (D) Joao de Sousa, his
son, the Clerk of the market of the most High and very excellent gentlemen,
Mr. (D) Joao, by the Grace of God, King of Portugal and of Algarves from
whom and where in Africa and Lord of Guine, and Aires de Almada, Chief
Magistrate of civil effects in His Tribunal and in his Judgement, all from the
council of the said King of Portugal and their Ambassadors and constituted
Attorneys, according to both the said parties who showed shooting letters and
Powers of Attorney of their said constituents, of which the contents of item
is this which follows. D. Fernande and D. Isabel, by the Grace of God. King
and Queen of Castela, of Leao, of Aragao, of Sicilia, of Toledo, of Valencia,
of Galiza, of Mailborca, of Sevillia, of Cerdenha, of Cordova, of Corsega, of
Murcia, of Jahem of Al-garve, of Algezira, of Gibraltar of the island of
Canarea, Count and Countess of Barcelona and Lords of Biscala and of
Molina, dukes of Atenas and of Neopatria, Counts of Roselhap and of Cerdonia.
Morquizes of Oristao and of Gociano. As long as the peaceful King of
Portugal, are very dear and beloved brother, sent to us by his ambassadors
and Attorneys, Rui de Sousa, to whom the city (vila) of Sagres and Beringel
belong, and D. Joao de Sousa, his clerk of the market, and Aires de Almada
his Chief Magistrate of civil effects in his tribunal and in his Judgements, all
of his council, to practice and to take the signature and acceptance with us,
or with our Ambassador’s and Attornies in our name, upon the difference
that amidst us in the said peaceful King of Portugal, our brother is, on which
to us and to him belongs, of which upto now is to be discovered in the
oceanic sea — For the moment, trusting in you, D. Anrique, our President,
and D. Goterre de Cardenes, Commander of Leao, our Treasurer, and Dr.
Rodrigo Maldonado, all from our Council, which are such persons who shall
guard/protect our service and properly and faithfully shall perform all that be
ordered and entrusted to you on our behalf; by this present letter we give to
you all our powers which in the highest form we can give, and in such a case
if required specially, in order that by us and in our name and in the names
of our heirs and successors, and of all our reigns and powers; hereinafter
set forth and otherwise, you shall be able to take care, to accept, and to sign
and to make treaty and concords/peace with the said ambassadors of the
said peaceful king of Portugal, our brother, in his name, any concert resolution,
limitation, demarcation, concord peace on which lies the windy and the great
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poles on the North and of the Sun and by those parts, division and places
of the sky and of the sea and of the earth which is best meant to you; and
so we give unto you the said power in order to be able to keep the said King
of Portugal and his reigns and his successors, all the seas, islands and lands
which lie or may be within any limitations and demarcation which shall remain
with him — and besides we give unto you the said power in order that in our
name and of our heirs and successors of our reigns and ownerships, above
stated and of their origin, could be able to agree, and to assent and to receive
and accept of the said king of Portugal and of the said his ambassadors and
Attornies in his name, that all the seas, islands and lands which shall or be
within the limitations and demarcation of the coasts, seas and islands and
lands which lie and remain with us and with our successors, in order that they
be ours and of our ownership and conquest, and so of our reigns and their
successors, with those limitations and exceptions and with all other clauses
and declaration which shall be last seen by us — And in order that all what
is stated is for each thing and part thereof, and above all, to him the
deponent and his dependent, or to him annexed or co-annexed in any manner,
you shall be able to make and to declare, to accept, to deal and to receive
and to accept in our name and to those of our heirs and successors, and
of all our reigns and ownerships abovestated and of their origin, any
capitulizations, contracts and Deeds with any ties, acts, modes, conditions
and obligations and stipulations, penalties and submissions, and renouncements
which you shall require and seen by you — And thereon you shall be able
to make and declare fractions and declarations of all the things and each of
them of any naturality and status, gravity and importance which be or could
be, even which may be so by their condition, may apply for our assent and
special mandate and of which of should have been made and rightfully to
make singular or express mention, and that we being present, could make and
declare and receive — However, we give you power in order to be able to
swear and shall swear on our behalf that we and our heirs and successors,
above said and originals and acquired and to be acquired vessels shall be
held, protected and complied and which shall have, shall preserve and shall
comply in fact and with effect all which you shall assent, capitulate, swear
and declare and affirm, after taking all precautions, fraud, cheating and
fiction and simulation. And thus you shall be able in our names to capitulate,
assure and to promote which we in person shall assure, swear, promise and
declare and affirm all of which you, in our name is safeguarded by you and
promised and capitulated, during that term of period which shall appear as
necessary; and that shall be preserved and complied actually and with effect
and with the condition, penalties and obligations contained in the contract of
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peace between us and the said peaceful king, our brother, made and confirmed,
and upon all others to whom you shall promise and assent. For which from
now on we promise to pay if there so arises, in order that everything and
each of the things is part thereof and we give unto you the said power, with
free and general administration. And we promise and assure by our faith and
our true word to have, to preserve and comply, we and our heirs and
successors, all of which concerns you of which the said and in any form and
manner is being made, capitulated and sworn and promised. And we promise
to firmly have, rationally and gratuitously, now and in all times and forever
and that we shall not go or come against it neither against any part thereof,
neither we nor our heirs and successors nor by other persons place therein,
neither direct or indirect under any colour nor thing in law neither beyond
it, under expressed obligation which we make respect of our assets, patrimonial
and fiscal any other things of our vessels, and hereinbelow and natural,
movables and others, possessed and to be possessed. For affirming the
above we give this letter of power, to which we affix our names and we order
to seal the same with our stamp. Issued in the city of Tordesilhas on the fifth
day of the month of June, year of the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ of one
thousand four hundred and ninety four. I, the King, I the Queen, I Fernam
de Alvarez de Toledo, Secretary to the King and the Queen, our bosses, wrote
the same by their order.
Mr. Joao by the grace of God, king of Portugal and of Algarvas from
where and upto which in Africa is landlord of Guine. To whom this letter and
power and Attorney shall appear, we make it known that as long as by the
Mandate of the Most High and the Most excellent and powerful principals, he
the King Mr. (D) Fernando and the Queen Mrs. (D) Isabel, King and Queen
of Castela, of Leao, of Aragao, of Sicilia, of Granada etc. our very loving
friends and dear brothers, were discovered and found some new islands and
shall be henceforth able to discover and to find other islands and lands on
which one or the other forms shall exists; by the right and reason which we
have, there could survive amidst us all and in our reigns and powers natural
and super-natural, debates and differences which our Lord may not consent
to. And during the period of great Love and Friendship which presently exists
with all of us; and in order to be able to search, to find and to preserve
greater peace and more firm relationship; that the sea in which the said
islands exists and shall were found to be part of and demarcate between us
everything that is good from a certain and in limited form. And since we at
present are unable to entertain them in person, relying on you, Rui de Souza,
Landlord of Sagres and Beringel, and Mr. Joao de Sousa our clerk of the
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market, and Aires de Almada his Chief Magistrate of civil effects in his
Tribunal and in his Judgements, all of our Council, by this present letter we
give to you all our powers and Authorities and special Mandate, and we make
and constitute to all collectively and two of you and to one in particular, if
the others in any manner are having impediments, our ambassadors and
Attorneys, in any higher forms which we can and in such a case if applied
generally and particularly, in such a manner there to the generality does not
derogate from the speciality, neither the speciality from the generality, in
order that by us and in our name and of our heirs and successors and of
all our reigns and powers, super-natural and natural thereof, are able to
transact, to consent, to assent and to make; you shall treat, consent, assent
and make with which the said King and Queen of Castela our brothers or with
which his power shall have any settlement, assent and limitation, demarcation
and settlement on the oceanic sea, Islands and Land which exists therein, by
those winds and degrees of North and of South and by those parts, division
and places of the sky and of the sea and of the earth, as seems good to you.
And thus we give you the said power in order to be able to keep and shall
keep to the said King and Queen and to their reigns and successors, all the
seas, islands and lands which exists and shall exists amidst any limitations
and demarcations which with the said King and Queen remain. And so we
give the said power in order that in our name, and in the names of our heirs
and successors and of all our reigns and powers super-naturals and naturals
thereof shall be able with the said King and Queen or with their Attornies to
settle, to assent and to receive and to accept that all the seas, islands and
lands which lie and shall lie inside the limitations and demarcations of coast,
seas, islands, lands which with us and our successors shall remain, be it ours
or of our Authority and conquest and thus from our reigns and successors
with those limitations and exceptions of our islands and with all the other
clauses and declarations which seem appropriate to you. Which said power
we give you, the said Rui de Souza and Mr. Joao de Souza and Aires De
Almada in order that above all the said you are and on each thing and part
thereof and on everything that is attached on it and dependent on him and
annexed to it and co-annexed in any form, you shall be able to make, to
declare, to consent, to treat, to distract and to receive and to accept in our
name and of the said of our heirs and successors and all our reigns and
powers super-natural and natural thereof, any chapters and contracts and
deeds with any modifications, pacts, modes, conditions and obligations and
stipulations, penalties and submissions and renunciations which you shall
desire and which seems good to you; and thereupon you shall be able to
make and declare, and shall make and declare all the things and everything
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of any naturality, quality and gravity and value which shall or be so placed
by its condition applied in our singular and special Mandate and with which
shall have to make and the right to make singular and expressed mention and
that we being present shall be able to make and declare and to receive the
same. And we give you the powers to comply in order to be able to swear
and you shall swear in our name that we, our heirs and successors and
super-natural and natural and acquired or to be acquired vessels, shall have,
shall preserve and shall comply, truly and with effect all which you assent,
capitulate and swear and declare and affix, taking all precautions, fraud,
cheating and pretence. And so you shall be able in our name to capitulate,
to assure and to promise that we in person shall assure, shall swear, shall
promise and shall affix all which you in the above statement in terms of what
is stated shall hold from a promise and capitulate between that term of the
period which seems good to you. And that we shall preserve it and comply
really and with effect under the conditions, penalties and obligations contained
in the contract of peace made between us and the consented and on all the
others which you promised and assented to in our name. Which from now
on we promise to pay and shall actually pay and with effect in order that each
and everything or part thereof we give you the said power with free and
general administration and we promise and assure by our living faith to have
to preserve and to comply and so also our heirs and successors all of which
pertain to the said in any form or manner it be made capitulated and sworn
and promised and we promised to have it firmly rationally, gratuitously from
now on and forever. And that we shall neither go nor come, shall neither go
or come against him neither against any one of them in any season, nor in
any manner neither by us nor by itself nor by any intermediary persons,
direct or indirect, under any colour thing in law nor beyond it, under express
obligation that we make of the said our reigns and powers and of all our other
assets patrimonial and fiscal and any others of our vessels, super-naturals
and naturals movables which exists or are to exist. And in testimony and faith
of which we order to give you by this letter signed by us and sealed by this
stamp. Issued in this city of Lisbon, at biij (8) day of March. Rui de Pina
made it. Year of our birth of our Lord Jesus Christ of one thousand four
hundred ninety four. The King and Queen of Castela, of Leao of Aragao,
of Sicilia, of Granada etc. and of the said King of Portugal and of Algarves
etc. stated that as long as amidst the said persons, their constituents there
arises certain differences on which each of the said parties pertains till today,
they of the preparation of this capitulation, it is to be discovered in the
oceanic sea; that they for the good of peace and serenity and for the
conservation of what is due and the love which the said King of Portugal has
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for his said King and Queen of Castela and of Aragao etc. at their higher
standards and their said attorneys in their names and by virtue of the said
powers, declare and consent that it be made and affixed a pole from the said
oceanic sea one ray or straight line from pole to pole, to know that from the
arctic pole to the antarctic pole, which is from north to south. The said ray
or line which is affixed be straight as said earlier, from three hundred and
seventy leguas of the islands of Caboverde on the western side, by degrees
or by any other manner which is better and easier if any other is not
possible. And all this upto here is found and discovered by the said King
of Portugal and by his navies, islands as well as firm lands, from the said
ray or line drawn in the manner above said or from north to south thereof
so long as the said ray is not crossed beyond; that this be made and shall
belong to the said king of Portugal and his successors henceforth and
forever. And that everything islands as well as firm land found and to be
found, discovered to be discovered, which are or which are found at the
poles, the said King and Queen of Castela and of Aragao or by his navies
from the said ray given in the manner above said, even by the said part from
the west after the said ray is drawn on the west or from north to south thereof,
that all shall be and belong to the said King and Queen of Castela and of Leao
etc. and to his successors forever. The said attorneys promise and assured
(by virtue of the said powers) that from now on they shall not send any navies
to know whether the said King and Queen of Castela, of Leao, and of Aragao
etc. since this part of the ray, the part which pertains to the said King of
Portugal and of Algaves etc. Neither the said King of Portugal shall go to
the other part of the said ray which pertains to the said King and Queen
of Castela and of Aragao etc. to discover and find lands nor any islands, nor
to contract, nor to exchange, nor to conquer in any manner whatsoever.
Since if it shall so happen that to whom the said ray the said navies of the
said King and Queen of Castela, of Leao, and of Aragao are found to belong
any islands or lands in which there so appears to be by the said King of
Portugal, then by that act it shall belong to the said King of Portugal and for
his heirs forever and his Highness shall immediately order to give and to hand
over. And if the navies of the said King of Portugal are found in any islands
of lands in the part of the said King and Queen of Castela, of Leao, and of
Aragao etc. and for his heirs forever. And that the said King of Portugal shall
immediately send and hand over them. Since the said line or ray of the said
partition shall demarcate and the said direct and certain line which shall be
the poles the said three hundred and seventy leguas of the said islands of
Cabo Verde upto the Western part as earlier stated; and it is consented and
assented by the said parts that amidst the first ten months starting from the
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date of drawing up this capitulation, the said persons their constituents shall
send two or four caravelas, one or two from each part or more at least if
consented by the said parts which are necessary. Which for the said period
shall be attached to the island of Gra-Canaria and they send along with each
of the said parts persons, pilots as well as astrologers and navy - men and
any other persons which may be necessary. Since so many from one part
or from the other part and that some persons of the said pilots and astrologers
and seamen and persons who know that the said King and Queen of Castela,
of Leao and of Aragao etc. shall go in the navy or navies which the said King
of Portugal and of Algarves etc. shall send. And thus many of the said
persons sent by the said King of Portugal go in the navies or navy sent by
the said King and Queen of Castela and of Aragao both of the one part and
of the other part, in order that jointly they are able to see better and to
recognize the sea and the romos and the winds and the degrees of the south
and north and to sign the above stated leguas, as well as to make the
markings and limits which arise jointly, those who have moved in the said
navies sent by the two parties and who shall execute their powers. That the
said navies shall jointly continue their way to the said islands of Cabo Verde,
and from thereon they shall take their route directly from the west upto the
said three hundred and seventy leguas, measured by the said persons who
have consented so to count, without prejudice to the parties. And from
thereon where the limits and they shall make a point and a signal which is
convenient for the degrees of the south or of the north or for the purpose
of the measurements of the leguas or as better understood by them. From
the said ray or line they signed from the said Arctic pole to the said antarctic
pole, which is from north to south as stated. And that which the said persons
sign and write and put their names who were so sent by both the said parties,
who shall carry the faculties and powers of the said parties, each one of their
own, in order to make the said signal and limitations and what is made by
them is found to be in conformity, that there arises by a signal and limitations
perpetually and forever in order that the said parties nor any of their successors
shall be able to state otherwise, nor remove nor drop any time henceforth nor
by any manner which shall or be possible. And if the case is that the said
ray and limit from pole to pole cuts any island or firm land, which at the
starting of the said island or land is found to be so where the said ray touches
any signal or a mark is made, and that in line with the said signal or mark
shall continue amidst other signals towards such islands or land the said ray
in a straight line which part shall belong to each of them. And that the above
stated parts shall not be used one by the other nor the others shall use the
parts which by the said signal or limit in such island or land shall belong to
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the other. In order that the navies of the said King and Queen of Castela,
of Leao, of Aragao etc. shall move from their reigns and authorities from their
part beyond the said ray in the manner as stated it is expected that shall have
to cross by the seas from this part of the ray which belongs to the King of
Portugal. Therefore it is consented and assented that the said navies of the
said Kind and Queen of Castela and of Leao and of Aragao etc. shall be able
to come and go freely, safely and peacefully without any contradiction from
the said seas which belonged to the said King of Portugal within the said
reign, in all times and when their Highness and their successors so desire.
Those who go by their roads directly from their reigns to any part which
remains within the said ray and limit wherein they desire and conquer and
to contract and that they take their roads straight by the way they have
consented to go to any item of their said part and therefrom they shall not
be able to question except at the in proper times when they wish to concern
so long as they do not take nor occupy before crossing the said ray or
anything which has been consented by the said King of Portugal in his part.
And if anything is found by the said navies as crossing the said line as said,
that its shall belong to the said King of Portugal and his Highness, it shall be
ordered to be given and handed over. And if it is found that the navies and
people of the said King and Queen of Castela and of Aragao etc. or on their
part if it found upto twenty days of this month of June and in which we are
and has executed this capitulation; any islands or firm lands within the said
ray which draws from pole to pole by a direct line at the end of the said three
hundred and seventy leguas counted from the said islands of Cabo Verde
upto the west of the said, it is consented and assented in order to remove
all doubts that all the islands and firm land which are found and discovered
in any manner upto the said twenty days of this month of June even what
is found by the naval poles and people of the said King and Queen of Castela
and of Aragao etc; so long as they are within two hundred and fifty leguas
first from the said three hundred and seventy leguas, counted from those of
the islands of Cabo Verde to the west of the said ray in any part thereof
for the said ray which are found within the said two hundred and fifty leguas,
thereby making one ray or straight line from pole to pole wherein are found
the said two hundred and fifty leguas which shall remain to the said King of
Portugal and of Algares etc. and for his successors and reigns forever. And
that all the islands and firm lands which upto the said twenty days of this
month of June in which we are, are found and discovered by the navies of
the said King and Queen of Castela and of Aragao etc. and by his people
and or in any other manner within the other one hundred and twenty leguas
which make the length of the said three hundred and seventy leguas in which
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the said ray shall finish and which shall be made from pole to pole as stated
in any part of the said one hundred and twenty leguas by the said poles which
are found upto this day shall belong to the said King and Queen of Castela
and of Aragao etc. and for his successors and his reigns forever; as it is
and shall be his, which is and shall be found beyond the said ray of the said
three hundred and seventy leguas which remain for his Highness as stated,
and even that the said one hundred and twenty leguas are within the said ray
of the said three hundred and seventy leguas which remains to the King of
Portugal and of Algarves etc. as stated. And if upto the twenty days from
the said month of June are not found by the said navies of his highness
anything within the aid one hundred and twenty legusa and from thereon are
found that be for the aid King of Portugal as is written and constituted in the
said Chapter. All of which that is so and each thing and part thereof the said
D. Anrique, Anriques, President and D. Goterro de Cardemes, treasurer and
Doctor Rodrigo Maldonado, attorneys of the said Highness and most powerful
principals, the King and Queen of Castela, of Aragao, of Sicilia, of Granada
etc. by virtue of the said power which is incorporated above; and the said
Rui de Sousa and Mr. Joao de Sousa, his son and Aires de Almada attorneys
and ambassadors of the aid Highness and most excellent principal the king
of Portugal and of Algarves from whom and from where in Africa and Lord
of Guim, and by virtue of the said power which is incorporated above, they
promise, assure in the name of their said constituents, that they and their
successors and reigns and ownerships from now on they shall have and
preserve and shall comply, actually and in effect, putting an end to all fraud,
deceit, fiction and simulation, all the text of this capitulation and each thing
and part thereof. And they wished and declared that all the contents of this
said capitulation and each and every part thereof shall be guarded and
complied and executed as shall be guarded and complied and executed all
the contents of this capitulation of peaces made and assented to between the
said King and Queen of Castela and of Aragao etc. and Mr. (D) Afoso King
of Portugal, and the said King who is now of Portugal, his son in principle;
appoint the year which passed of one thousand iiii ixxix (1479) years. And
under the said penalties and obligation according to and in the manner which
the said capitulation of the said peaces shall contain. And they bind themselves
that the said parties nor any of them neither their successors from now on,
shall not go or come against what is agreed and specified nor against
anything or any part either direct or indirect, nor by any other manner at any
time nor in any manner thought or to be thought that shall , under the
penalties contained in the said capitulation of the said peaces shall contain
and the penalty
paid or not paid or gratuitously remitted. That this
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obligation, capitulation and assent shall remain firm from now on and forever.
In order that everything shall remain so and guarded and compiled and paid,
the said attorneys in the name of their said constituents bind the assets of
each of the said parts movables and immovables, patrimonial and fiscal, and
of their subordinates and vessels existed and which shall exists. And they
renounced any laws and rights which the said parties could use in order to
come and go against the contents of this or against any part thereof. And
for better security and firmness of this, they swear to God and to Holy Mary
and to the sign of the Cross to which they put hands straight, and the words
of the Holy Gospel wherein it is required that is broadly written in the souls
of the said constituents, that they and each one of them shall have and shall
preserve and shall comply with all the contents of this and each thing and part
thereof actually and in effect; putting out all fraud and precautions and
cheating, fiction and simulation, and they shall not contradict the same at any
time or in any manner.
Under which said oath they swore that they will not ask for being
absolved nor to be relaxed therefrom to our Holy Father nor to other legatee
or prelate which could be given by them and even which the proper motto
gives to them which shall not be used by them. By this present capitulation,
they pray unto the said name our very Holy Father that their sanctity stands
to be confirmed and to approve this said capitulation as contained therein
and ordered to be executed on their parties or any of them who request them
and ordering to incorporate in them the contains of this capitulation after
putting their censors which contradict them or which shall pass in at any time.
And so the said attorneys in the said name bound themselves on the said
penalty and oath that between the first one hundred consecutive days starting
from day on which this capitulation was drawn they shall give to one party
the other and to the other party the other, approval and rectification of this
said capitulation return in pergaminho and with the names of the said
constituents being affixed and sealed with the stamps of pending chumba
(plaster). And in the deed which had to be given to the King and Queen
of Castela and of Aragao etc. it is necessary to confirm consent and declare
that the most clear and illustrious men and principal Mr. (D) Joao, his son.
Of all that is said and declared, two deeds were drawn up with the contents
as above, one as the other to which they appended their names and declared
to them the secretaries and the clerks the debt of the writings for each of
the parties their respective and any which shall appear to them viable with
which both the deeds have been prepared and declared in the said City of
Tordesilhas on the day, month and year above stated. D. Anrique the
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Commander, Rui de Sousa, D. Joao de Sousa, Dr. Rodrigo Maldonado,
licenciate Arias (sic). Witnesses who were present, who shall affix their
names with the said attorneys and ambassadors and declared contents of this
and make the said oath; the Commander of Zagra and Cinete, Counts of the
House of the said King and Queen our Lords and Joao Soares de Sequeira
and Rui Leme and Duarte Pacheco, Counts of the House of the King of
Portugal, since they have been called, and I Fernem de Alvarez de Toledo,
Secretary of the King and Queen, our Lords and of his council, and his
chamber clerk and notary public from his court and of all his reigns and
powers were present at the stipulated time together with the said witnesses
and with Estevao Vaz secretary of the said King of Portugal, who by the
Authority of the said King and Queen our Lords ordered him to vouch and
use this proceedings in his reigns who was thus present at the stipulated time
and at the request and declaration of all the attorneys and ambassadors who
in my presence and theirs, were fixed their, to this Public Instrument of
Capitulation, written by me. The said is being written in these six pages of
paper, the entire writings of both the parties as seen on which are being put
the names of the above stated persons and my seal and at the end of each
page goes my signature with the seal of my name and the signal of said
Estevao Vaz and thus I affix my signal which is in testimony of the truth.
Fernam de Alvarez and I the said Estevao Vaz who by authority which the
said King and Queen of Castela and of Leao etc. gave me to make it public
in all the reigns and powers together with the said Fernam D Alvarez at the
request and application of the said ambassadors and attorneys, all the present
prepared in faith and certificate thereof I signed with my public seal.
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CHAPTER - II
Having acquired the proprietary right on all lands, its people and
resources, the colonisers from Spain and Portugal set out in search of new
lands and that is how Columbus landed in America in 1492 and Vasco-daGama landed in Calicut on 27-5-1498. They colonised these lands and their
people, indulged in large scale genocide, enslaved the people, exploited their
resources, appropriated to themselves whatever came their way and have
thus brought the entire third world to the brink at which it stands today, the
noose is tightening with each passing day and the mile stone of quincentenary
of this event is intended to be celebrated with our own participation!
Over the centuries, the colonisation has also changed its form. From
the brutal to subtle, from political to Economic, from dictatorial to democratic,
from direct to structured, and over the past one century the colonisers have
joined hands in creating facades which hide behind them their intents, actions
and resultant miseries of the targetted unfortunates.

CHAPTER III
In the Indian context the implementation of the Bull has been done in
installments of roughly 100 years each. These installments are shortly
described hereunder.
1)

The first installment consisted of espionage, collecting even the minutest
details about our country by several Western travellers. This consumed
the entire 16th century.

2)

The second installment was that of entry into the land in the form of East
India Company, which carried out the job of demolishing our well
established structures in political, social and religious fields. This
consumed the entire 17th century, 18th century and till the middle of
19th century.

3)

The third installment was of assumption of power subsequent to the
mutiny of 1857 by the Queen’s proclamation and the so-called constructive
steps in the field of education etc. and also the introduction of Macaulay’s
plan of education. This consumed the period from 1858 to 1947.
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4)

The next installment consists of ending the physical colonisation and
substituting the same with the invisible colonisation at the hands of
Western Institutions (primarily United Nations) set up by the Western
Powers.

5)

Having achieved the political and social annihilation, the present installment
is focussing on economic annihilation in the form of liberalisation,
globalisation etc. and the seeds of religious annihilation to be launched
in the next few years are also sown.

Though a period of 500 years have elapsed since the declaration of the
Bull, the chain of events has not completely slid into history and still continues
in the form of one development leading to the other. This is so to say a very
long sequence extending itself over the past 500 years. Hence the events
cannot be dumped into the history archives and be conveniently forgotten.

CHAPTER IV
Pope John Paul - II confronted
Readers would re-collect that in December 1964 the 34th Eucharistic
Congress was held in India (in Bombay) when Pope John Paul II had visited
India. It is interesting to note that Pope visited India without a Passport or
other emigration formalities. This is one indication of the self-assumed
sovereign power of the Pope on the entire world.
Late Pandit Prabhudas Bechardas Parekh, an eminent scholar with a
deep insight and vision, had for the first time seen through the ‘game plan’
of the Western powers, the institution of Church and various manifestations
of the game plan. He had addressed a telegram to the Pope. The telegram
was drafted in Gujarati and its English translation is given hereunder.
Rajkot,
Date: 2-12-64
Pope Paul,
BOMBAY.
We have no reason to dis-believe that being the head of a religious
community, you accept the idea of religion and its necessity for the well being
of mankind.
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Religion is always worthy of respect. Hence it is the paramount duty
of all cultured beings to look with reverence towards a true religious head.
You are visiting India for the ostensible reason of attending the Eucharistic
Congress and other such reasons. However, these appear to be mere
excuses, because the actual reasons of your visit have been kept a closely
guarded secret. The attempt to keep such purposes secret has raised a
doubt in the minds of people who have a deep insight into these matters.
If the 450 year old history of the institution of Church described as a
‘Historical Institution’ by Cardinal Valerian Gracius is studied carefully, it will
appear that the outward glory and glitter stands tarnished by an equally
outstanding perniciousness of violence, breach of peace, injustice etc.
Even if the institutional Church paint a brighter future, it is nevertheless
bound to be bleak when seen against the backdrop of past and present
events.
Six reasons can be cited for this:
1)

Your Church has shattered to pieces the institutions and structures
created by the great sages and saints of this land, which were based
on a culture of non-violence, the good path of justice and which were
aimed at the well being of the entire living world. The Church has
established the Pope as a sovereign of all religions, including the
Christian Religion, and for maintaining this sovereignty it has played a
great fraud on all other religions and their institutions, rendering thereby
the ethnic religious heads non-effective.
There is no greater sin in this world than the demolition of such structures.
This is the first reason.

2)

The sovereignty of the Pope over all living and non-living objects for the
past 450 years has been established and perpetuated with gross injustice.
As a result, the Pope is considered the sovereign head of all political
authorities even as he is considered a sovereign authority of all religions
as well. This sovereignty is now sought to be projected amongst the
Indian people by publishing the photograph of the Pope wearing a large
tiara.
Though this is an internal belief, the Pope is outwardly declared the
sovereign king of Vatican City and the religious head of the Christians.
There are many such issues (having different internal and external
facets).
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Under the guise of such supreme sovereignty, a process of recreation
is underway in the name of ‘changing times’. Further by creating socalled independent States and establishing democracy in them, a
beginning has been made for imposing restrictions on the religious
structures of other religions. This is the second reason.
3)

The Pope is considered the sovereign authority of the entire world and
all the religions of the world. This has no just basis. The Christian
religion does not have all the qualifications which a perfect religion
ought to have. This is the third reason.

4)

The long term plan of the Church is to destroy and make extinct
religions other than the Christian religion and people of the coloured
races whether Christian or non-Christian from this world, so that
eventually only Christians belonging to the White race will survive. This
is the greatest violence and injustice. This is the fourth reason.

5)

The Church has insulted and seriously despised our religious heads
who are the representatives of the great sages and saints, who loved
the entire world and who devoted their whole life for the welfare and well
being of the world. The Church has misused their trust and you have
connived in this. How can this be forgotten?
The friendship of all religions, the spirit of quest for all religions, the
assimilation of all religions, study of all religions etc. are only superficial
talk which may actually prove dangerous for the existence of all other
religions. This is the fifth reason.

6)

If a real internal study of the activities of your Church - both, of the
past and those planned for the future are made, - one would find grave
misdemeanours like injustice, breach of peace, violence, untruth, fraud,
pretense, deceit of words, false propaganda, breach of trust, exploitation,
loot, tyranny, helplessness created by exploitation, baits etc. As a
result, the systems, arrangements and structures of the glittering modern
world are full of dishonest literature and collection of dishonest documents
etc. This is the sixth reason.

When all the above issues are deeply examined by the peaceful and
religious minded population of this country and by the people who are always
in service of religious heads who are ever engaged in the thought of well
being of the entire world, they are bound to feel deeply aggrieved and
offended at this behaviour of yours. There is nothing surprising in this.
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If you have a sincere and honest desire to come in contact with this
holy land of Bharat, you and the Church need to do repentance for your past
grave mis-deeds. The souls of your Christian followers need to be purified
through the fire of repentance. You should be prepared to make good the
grave injury inflicted on the people of the world. Only when you stop the socalled and selfish re-construction in the name of ‘changed times’, then only
true peace can be established in the world. Only if you do this, you will be
entitled to step on this sacred land trodden by great sages and saints and
then, and then only will you be entitled to real respect and felicitation from
this country, instead of a pretense of respect. Then only will the encounter
be pleasant for both sides. And only then will it be befitting both the sides
when felicitation are accorded.
You are invited to learn something from this holy great land; this land;
where Bhagwan Rishabhdev Swamy, Buddha, Mahavir Swamy, Ram, Shiv and
Krishna preached the true religion of utmost compassion towards the tiniest
‘living being’, even at the cost of severe hardships and sacrifice. There is
no parallel to them in the whole world. Stop your dangerous future plans and
revert to the true path of religion, seeking welfare of all.
May God Bless you.
Parbhudas Bechardas Parekh”
(The Pope did not reply to this telegram, and for obvious reasons!)

CHAPTER V
Manifestations of the Bull
In all the oriental cultures including the Aryan culture, natural resources
belong to the nature and no human being or any other authority could have
ownership rights on natural resources. These resources included earth/land,
forests, flora and fauna, water resources, air, minerals, animals as well as
other living creatures. The nature has bestowed these resources on the
mankind for the most judicious use of these resources keeping always in mind
the claim of future generations to the use of such resources. These
resources were gifted free by the nature and there was no question of
payment of price for their use to anyone.
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Once the institution of Church declared its self-assumed proprietary
right on the entire world, this right has to be manifested and corroborated by
creating ownership rights in favour of others also, so that it becomes an
accepted elements for the centuries to come. The first notable event of
exercise of this proprietary right was gifting of the Island of Bombay by the
Portuguese King as a dowry in the marriage of his daughter with the British
Prince. This was not resisted by anyone and this event laid the foundation
of the principle of proprietary right in land. The Island of Bombay was leased
by the British Prince to the East India Company where the East India Company
established its own establishment.
Thereafter, pieces of land were sold, albeit at throw away prices and
record of such sale and purchase were maintained with details of Survey
numbers etc. Starting from Bombay, this principle took root in other cities
as well as even in villages. Laws were made calling upon the people to have
their lands and ownership rights on them registered in the Government records.
This developments has now manifested itself into the most dreaded land
maphias etc. According to one estimate, the Institution of Church is the
single largest land owner in India in the private sector. This principle
encompasses other natural resources and now individuals and governments
claim proprietary rights on natural resources and almost all natural resources
except air is now a commodity in which somebody or the other has proprietary
right and the others have to pay for the use of these natural resources.
Having established colonies over almost all the countries of the third
world by the European Nations and having ensured the deep roots of their
vested interests in these countries and having created systems which will
protect the deep rooted vested interests, the structure of physical colonisation
and occupation of land is ended and now the grip is in the form of economic
colonisation.
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CHAPTER VI
PIRACY THROUGH PATENTS:
THE SECOND COMING OF COLUMBUS
AND VASCODA GAMA
Dr. Vandana Shiva
On 17th April 1492, Queen Isabel and King Ferdinand granted Christopher
Columbus the privileges of “discovery and conquest”. One year later, on 4
May 1493, Pope Alexander VI through his “Bull of Donation” granted all
islands and mainlands “discovered and to be discovered, one hundred leagues
to the West and South of the Azores towards India” and already not occupied
or held by any Christian King or prince as of Christmas of 1492 to the
Catholic monarchs Isabel of Castille and Ferdinand of Aragon. As Walter
Ullmann has stated in Medieval Papalism,
The pope as the vicar of God commanded the world, as if it were
a tool in his hands; the pope, supported by the canonists,
considered the world as his property to be disposed according
to his will.
Acts of piracy were thus turned into the divine will by charters and
patents. The peoples of nations which were colonised did not belong to the
Pope who “donated” them to the European monarchs. However, this canonical
jurisprudence made the Christian monarchs of Europe rulers of all nations,
“wherever they might be found and whatever creed they might embrace”.
The Papal Bull, the Columbus charter and the charter - patents granted
by European monarchs laid the juridical and moral foundations for the
colonisation and extermination of non-European peoples. The Native American
population declined from 72 million in 1492 to less than 4 in a few centuries.
The principle of “effective occupation” by Christian princes, the “vacancy”
of the targeted lands, the “duty” to incorporate the “savages” were components
of the charter - patents.
Wherever they might be found, whatever knowledge they might embody,
patents and intellectual property rights (IPRs) today are no different from the
“patents and “charters” issued by European monarchs to merchants of their
era.
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500 hundred years after Columbus, a more secular version of the same
project of colonization continues through patents. The Papal Bull has been
replaced by the GATT treaty. The principle of effective occupation by Christian
princes has been replaced by “effective occupation” by modern day rulers,
the transnational corporations. The “vacancy of targeted lands” has been
replaced by the “the vacancy of targeted lifeforms” and species manipulated
by the new biotechnologies. The duty to incorporate savages into Christianity
has been replaced by the duty to incorporate local and national economies
into the global market place, and to incorporate non-western systems of
knowledge into the reductionism of commercialised western science and
technology.
The creation of property through the piracy of others wealth remains the
same as 500 years ago.
The freedom that transnational corporations are claiming through
intellectual property rights protection in the GATT agreement on TRIPs is the
freedom that European colonisers have claimed since 1492 when Columbus
set precedence in treating the licence to conquer non-European peoples as
a natural right of European men. The land titles issued by the Pope through
European kings and queens were the first patents. The coloniser’s freedom
was built on the slavery and subjugation of the people with original rights to
the land.
The violent take-over was rendered ‘natural’ by defining the
colonised people into nature, thus denying them their humanity and freedom.
Locke’s treatise on property effectually legitimised this same process of
theft and robbery during the enclosure movement in Europe. Locke clearly
articulates capitalism’s freedom to build on the freedom to steal; he states that
property is created by removing resources from nature through mixing with
labour. But this ‘labour’ is not physical labour but labour in its ‘spiritual’ form
as manifested in the control of capital. According to Locke, only those who
own capital have the natural right to own natural resources; a right that
supersedes the common rights of others with prior claims. Capital is thus
defined as a source of freedom, but this freedom is based on the denial of
freedom to the land, forests, rivers and biodiversity that capital claims as its
own and to others whose rights are based on their labour. Because property
obtained through privatization of commons is perceived to be depriving the
owner of capital of freedom. Thuspeasants and tribals who demand the return
of their rights and access to resources are regarded as thieves.
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These Eurocentric notions of property and piracy are the bases on
which the IPR laws of GATT/WTO have been framed. When Europeans first
colonised the non-European world, they felt it was their duty to “discover and
conquer”, to “subdue, occupy and possess”. It seems that the western
powers are still driven by that colonising impulse to discover, conquer, own
and possess everything, every society, every culture. The colonies have now
been extended to the interior spaces, the “genetic codes” of life forms from
microbes and plants to animals, including humans. John Moore, a cancer
patient, had his cell lines patented by his own doctor. Myriad Pharmaceuticals
has patented the cancer gene in women in order to get a monopoly on
diagnostics and testing. The cell lines of the Hagahai of Papua New Guinea
and the Guami of Panama are patented by the U.S. Commerce Secretary.
The assumption of empty lands, “terra nullus” is now expanded to “empty life”
- seeds and medicinal plants emptied of the cultural and knowledge imprint
of non-western sciences and cultures.
The take over of native resources during colonisation was justified on
the ground that indigenous people do not “improve” their land.
“Natives in New England, they enclose nor land, neither have they any
settled habitation, nor any tame cattle to improve the land by. Soe have nor
other but a Natural Right to those countries. Soe as if we leave them
sufficient for their use, we may lawfully take the rest”.
The same logic is now used to appropriate biodiversity wealth from the
original owners and innovators by defining their seeds, medicinal plants,
medicinal knowledge into nature into non-science and treating the tools of
genetic engineering as the yard stick of “improvement”. Defining Christianity
as the only religion, and all other beliefs and cosmologies as primitive finds
its parallel in defining commercialised western science as the only science,
and all other knowledge systems as primitive.
500 years ago it was enough to be a non-Christian culture to loose all
claims and rights. 500 years after Columbus and Vasco da Gama it is
enough to be a non-western culture with a distinctive world view and diverse
knowledge systems to loose all claims and rights. The humanity of others was
blanked out then and their intellect is being blanked out now. Conquered
territories were treated as peopleless in the patents of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. People were naturalised into “our subjects and naturals”.
In continuity of conquest by naturalistion, bio-diversity is being defined into
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nature - the cultural and intellectual contributions of non-western knowledge
system are being systematically erased.
Today’s patents have a continuity with the patents issued to Columbus,
Sir John Cobot, Sir Humphrey Gilbert, Sir Walter Raleigh. The conflicts that
have been unleashed by the GATT treaty, by patents on life forms, by the
patenting of indigenous knowledge and by genetic engineering are grounded
in processes that can be summarised and symbolised as the second coming
of Columbus and Vasco da Gam.
At the heart of the Columbus “discovery” was the treatment of piracy
as a natural right of the coloniser and necessary for the deliverance of the
colonised. At the heart of the GATT treaty and its patent laws is the treatment
of biopiracy as a natural right of western corporations and as necessary for
the “development” of the Third World Communities.
Biopiracy is the Columbian “discovery” 500 years after Columbus Patents are still the means to protect this piracy of the wealth of non-western
peoples as a right of western powers.
However, through patents and genetic engineering new colonies are
being carved out. The land, the forests, the rivers, the oceans, the atmosphere
have all been colonised, eroded, and polluted. Capital now has to look for
new colonies to invade and exploit for its further accumulation. These new
colonies are, in my view, the interior spaces of the bodies of women, plants
and animals.
Resistance to Biopiracy is a resistance to this ultimate colonisation of
life itself - of the future of evolution as well as the past and future of nonwestern traditions of relating to nature and knowing nature. It is a struggle
to protect the freedom of diverse species to evolve. It is a struggle to
conserve both cultural and biological diversity. It is a struggle against new
and old forms of colonisation.
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CHAPTER VII
Plans - Already achieved and those for the future

Having declared the intention of establishing of one religion i.e.
Christianity and one race i.e. White race, the Western nations under the
direction of the Institution of Church unleashed several programmes and
policies. The smaller countries and race which had no strong movings of a
sustainable culture were wiped out within a few decades. The whole races
were eliminated by genocide, brutal slavery and exploitation, hunger, man
made famines and droughts and what not.
India has been able to survive this onslaught due to its culture based
on non-exploitation, seeking the well being of the entire world, strong protection
of Dharma and the philosophy of its people which could not be shattered. As
a result it has taken longer time than the anticipated to create a dent and
destruction of India.
The overall game plan consists of total chain of systems and structures
in political, social, economic and religious fields.
During the colonisation period the existing political structures of the
colonised countries were demolished. For example, the Rule by kings as was
prevalent in India was demolished by making them fight with each other,
weakening them and confiscating their kingdoms. After giving the so-called
independence the whole political systems was replaced by democracy, the
bitter fruits of which are already before us. Through the Institution of United
Nations the democracy is being projected as the ultimate goal to be achieved
by each country so that the principle of majority, minority gets deep rooted
and using this principle the Western Masters can achieve what they wish.
On the social front, the varna and caste structure is demolished painting
it in perverse colours and using glamorous terminologies like equality of
human beings etc. Each system worked without any class conflict and on the
other hand today we see the murderous conflict between the so-called equal
human beings. A whole new type of division amongst so-called equal human
beings is created wherein people are after the blood of each other.
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On the economic front there is globalisation of the economy of all the
Nations which in other words is nothing the ‘goble-lisation’ of the weaker
economies, impoverishment of their people with their eventual destruction.
The cases of Ethiopia, Somalia and other African countries are the instances
of this.
The next step is to achieve unification of religion which is just camouflage
the real intention of destroying other religion and imposition of only one
religion on the entire world i.e. Christianity. A small news item which recently
appeared in the media speaks a volume about this subject. The news item
is quoted hereunder.

BISHOP’S DREAM:
Religions of the world unite
- By P.P. Mathai
The Times of India News Service
Kottayam: February 22.
Bishop William E. Swing of the Episcopal Church in California
has suggested the formation of a United Religions (URs)
organisation on the model of the United Nations.
Bishop William disclosed his dream of such an umbrella for
all world religions at the 101st Maramon convention, the largest
Christian convention in Asia, which concluded recently.
He said he would be staying on in India till the middle of
March and meeting various religious heads to seek their support
and co-operation for the materialisation of his concept. Among
others, he would be meeting Sankaracharya of Kanchi
Kamakotipeetom, Dalai Lama, Mother Teresa, Dr. Karan Singh and
spiritual leaders of Jain Saurashtra and Sikh communities.
Bishop Swing, who is serious about his dream, said it was
“a calling from God,” received by him some two and half years
ago. The occasion was a dinner party given to U.N. diplomats on
the 50th anniversary of signing of the U.N. charter. His idea was
supported by leaders like Ronald Reagan and Michael Gorbachov.
He had held dialogue with representatives of 40 religions.
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The basic idea was co-existence among various world
religions. Problems relating to human rights and inequalities should
be discussed within the frame work of religion. There should be
exchange of ideas and co-operation in matters of development,
education and health, the bishop said, explaining his concept.
He was planning to visit Pakistan, Gulf countries and Europe.
He was confident of drafting the UR charter by middle of next
year. He would also seek the co-operation of the Pope and
patriarch of Antioch. The bishop hoped that, under the UR, all
religions would function as brothers with mutual respect.
The religion of Christianity is entering third millennium and the Institution
of Church has made elaborate plans to celebrate the conclusion of second
millennium and ushering in the third millennium. They consider this as a
major mile-stone in their game plan. In the colonial area only the riches
of the Third World were robbed and carried to the European countries. Now
the Europeans will settle in the third world countries, exercise their proprietary
rights on the natural resources in third world countries and stay in such
countries as though they are in their own countries. That is the reason why
they planned and achieved urbanisation and Westernisation in the third world
countries. Possibly in years to come we will witness the Whites of the West
in the garb of Indian citizens sitting in our legislatures and Parliament and
presiding over the definition of Whole Nation. The offer of dual citizenship
in return of investment in India has the root of this development.
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CHAPTER - VIII
Other tentacles of this Octopus
After the devastating First World War the League of Nations was
established and after the Second World War the United Nations was
established. These two were the major hazards or fronts through which the
West has been achieving its game plan. The United Nations through its
various organs and officers all over the world in more than 150 countries is
putting into action the game plan. Non-Proliferation Treaties, the NATO
Agreement, the concept of GATT and WTO, the International Conference of
women, International conference of labour, religion etc. are the steps to
destroy the bio-diversity of cultures, systems, structures etc. and to implant
the mono-culture of the West.
Each international event is carefully planned by one or the other tentacles
of the United Nation to achieve certain objectives in the given time frame.
Over the past 50 years the Institution of United Nations has become so
powerful that international meets arranged by it have a bearing on all the
Nations and the resolutions passed at such meetings have to be implemented
by the member nations even by passing laws in their respective countries.
Deadlines are set for such adoption and the member countries somehow
meet these deadlines despite opposition of people within these countries. The
Patent law is an example of this in the Indian context. The law on pension
is another example which has been enforced by an ordinance despite nationwide resistance against the same.
The concept of human rights, the Rights of children and such other
concepts are also camouflaged for various sinister designs.
Volumes can be written about this wicked plan and in fact there have
been damning reports, books, articles, etc. by the officials who have been
on various bodies of the United Nations.
People in the Third World Countries need to awaken themselves and
free themselves from this `noose’ before the noose tightens fatally.
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